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Most of the studies in SW Bulgaria consider the
East Pirin fault system to be a neotectonic (postOligocene) structure (e.g. Zagorčev, 1970). However,
the seismogenic potential of faults that strike at 330°
is usually rejected because of their non-optimal
orientation to modern N-S extension (e.g. Basili et al.,
2013; inset on Fig. 1a). In fact, traces of these faults
are associated with linearly orientated faceted slopes,
notches in transverse ridges, changes in valley depths
and widths, and the generation of deposits such as
colluvium, alluvial fans, and fluvio-glacial outwash
sediments that are sparsely but regularly arranged
along a narrow area in the hanging wall close to these
faults. The activity of non-optimally oriented faults
mainly depends on strain rates: a low current strain rate

favors reactivation along these faults. The morphology
and low strain rates suggests that faults from the East
Pirin system may accommodate strain regardless of
their orientation in the current stress field. Herein, we
present structural arguments supported by evidence for
post-Late Glacial Maximum surface rupture inferred
from a resistivity survey that the optimally oriented
Predela fault and non-optimally oriented Haramibunar
fault constitute a system that can rupture in a single
earthquake.
In order to test the hypothesis that the Haramibunar
fault has ruptured to the surface in the late Quaternary,
we collected a resistivity profile along an alluvial
fan in Desilitsa valley (23.5524° N, 41.7837° E;
Fig. 1a). Basement rocks at the site are granitoids from

Fig. 1. Bansko relay ramp links Predela, Dobrinishte and Haramibunar faults: a, map of fault traces. Active faults in inset map after Basili et al.
(2013); b, schematic perspective view of Bansko relay ramp with noted fault segments
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the Spanchevo pluton. The profile is 400-m-long and
nearly perpendicular to an interpolated line between
a scarp and a notch on a nearby ridge. A WennerSchlumberger array with 5 m electrode spacings was
applied to measure resistivity. Three layers of different electrical properties are distinguished in the profile
(Fig. 2). We interpret the lower layer to be the granitic
basement rocks. The middle layer represents coarse

Fig. 2. Resistivity profile in Desilitsa valley suggests post-Last Glacial
Maximum surface ruptures along the Haramibunar fault. Location
shown on Fig. 1.

alluvium dominated by boulders. The upper layer corresponds to finer-grained overbank alluvium. The subvertical zone of higher resistivity in the lower layer at
x=190 m along the profile hosts the main fault branch.
The fault displaces the middle layer, including the
base of upper layer, at x=145 m. The vertical offset
is estimated to be about 4 m. Another discontinuity in
the basement at x=278 m affects resistivity values of
the upper alluvial units, but does not displace the base
of the middle layer. The discontinuity likely coincides
with an antithetic fault branch where the offset is too
small to resolve. The age of alluvium is currently unknown, although we infer that it was deposited after
the Last Glacial Maximum when fluvio-glacial outwash plains were formed in Rila and Pirin.
A map of tectonic landforms along the Predela,
Dobrinishte, and Haramibunar faults from the East
Pirin fault system indicates that they are linked
through a relay ramp in the Bansko area (Fig. 1). The
relay ramp is double breached. A front connecting
fault links the western tip of the Dobrinishte fault to
the rear Predela fault. A rear connecting fault has developed between the rear overlap and the northern tip
of the Haramibunar fault. The different orientations of
the Predela fault when compared to the Haramibunar
fault suggest that at least one of them is inherited as
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a preexisting fault. Fault interaction has resulted in
a complex relay ramp shape where overlaps are not
parallel to each other. The relay zone aspect ratio of
overlap to separation is close to 2, which is a global
characteristic for large faults (e.g. Hopkins, Dawers,
2017). The presence of two breaching faults and low
aspect ratio indicate that the fault system is in mature
stage of evolution (extension >20%) when crustal
stretching is localized along large faults. An assumption that only the Predela and Dobrinishte faults rupture together, based on their similar morphologies
and orientations, seems to be inconsistent with global
and experimental observations on relay structures,
because the 5.5-km-long Dobrinishte fault scarp out
of the relay ramp is smaller than the overlap length.
More likely, the Bansko relay ramp evolution has also
been controlled by the Haramibunar fault. The front
overlap has been offset more than 500 m in the dip
direction providing additional evidence for activity
along the rear connecting fault. The combined length
of the Predela-Haramibunar system is about 37 km,
which is within the typical range for mature normal
fault systems.
Structural relationships, morphologic characteristics and geophysical evidence for faulted post-Late
Glacial Maximum strata lead to a conclusion that the
Predela-Haramibunar normal fault system constitutes
a larger crustal seismogenic source than previously assessed, and that its size is comparable to the nearby
Kroupnik fault and SE Rila fault which ruptured in
1904 AD.
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